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NVIDIA Corporation (NVDA) Quietly Released Its Latest Consumer GPU, 
GeForce GT 1030
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NVIDIA Corporation (NASDAQ:NVDA) stock shows moves up of 2.20% and traded at a price of $136.00 in preced-
ing trading session.

Nvidia has quietly released its latest consumer GPU, the GeForce GT 1030. Graphics cards based on this GPU are 
already making their way into Indian markets, with manufacturers setting MRPs at around Rs. 5,999 and street 
prices expected to be as low as Rs. 5,600. These cards should compete with or even undercut those based on 
AMD’s recently reported Radeon RX 550 cards. The GeForce GT 1030 GPU is based on the same Pascal architec-
ture as its beefier 10-series siblings, but has only 384 processing units (called CUDA cores). It runs at up to 
1,468MHz, with little chance of important overclocking. GeForce GT-based graphics cards will have 2GB of GDDR5 
RAM on a 64-bit bus for a total memory bandwidth of 48GBps.RAM on a 64-bit bus for a total memory bandwidth of 48GBps. They will be available in compact, single-slot, and 
low-profile form factors. Both active and passive cooling solutions are possible, making such cards suitable for 
small, quiet PCs.

Its 52-week range quite noticeable, lower range was $217.60% and hit highest level of $-1.05%. The overall volume 
in the last trading session was 25.46 Million shares. The liquidity position of firm is on noticeable level, as its current 
ratio was calculated as 8.30 at the same time as its debt to equity ratio stands at 0.36.
 
 
Shares of PPG Industries, Inc. (NYSE:PPG) at the time when day-trade ended the stock finally jumped up 1.27% to 
close at $106.73. Research Frontiers, Inc. and PPG (PPG) reach commercial contract to work together on develop-
ing new applications utilizing Vision Systems’ electronically dimmable window shading solutions for aircraft (REFR). 
As stated in ‘s press release, “The contract provides a framework for PPG and Vision Systems to pursue opportuni-
ties in commercial, regional, military and general aviation applications that capitalize on each company’s expertise.”

The volatility tends to amount of risk or uncertainty about size of changes in a security’s value; a higher volatility 
denotes that a security’s value can potentially be spread out over a larger range of values. The price volatility of 
PPG was 1.32% for a week and 1.35% for a month as well as price volatility’s Average True Range for 14 days was 
1.49. Shares price isolated positively from its 50 days moving average with 0.83% and remote positively from 200 
days moving average with 6.47%.

2121Vianet Group, Inc. (NASDAQ:VNET) makeup itself as poignant stock, shows upbeat performance moved up 
10.64% to trade at $5.51. 21Vianet (VNET) reported that it has partnered with Microsoft (MSFT) and Tencent 
(TCEHY) to launch Microsoft Office Online. The cloud-based document process will require no pre-installation and 
will enable both individual and enterprise Tencent Cloud users to collaborate on and directly edit Word, Excel and 
PowerPoint documents from multiple devices via TencentWeiyun.

The firm holds total outstanding shares are 102.25 million shares and floated shares were 54.01 million.The firm holds total outstanding shares are 102.25 million shares and floated shares were 54.01 million. As the 
returns are concern, return on equity was recorded -11.00% and firm reduced its return on investment -9.20% while 
its return on asset stayed at -5.20%.


